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Abstract. As the size, complexity and ubiquity of socio-technical sys-
tems increases, there is a concomitant expectation that humans will have
to establish and maintain long-lasting ‘relationships’ with many types of
digital artefact: for example with humanoid robots, driverless cars or soft-
ware agents running on ‘smart’ devices. Rather than being limited to one-
off interactions, these relationships will continue over longer time frames,
correspondingly increasing the likelihood of errors occurring from numer-
ous causes. When digital errors occur, often complete human mistrust
and distrust is the outcome. The situation is exacerbated when the com-
puter can make no act of reparation and no avenue of forgiveness is open
to the human. In the pursuit of designing long-lasting socio-technical
systems that are fit-for purpose, this position paper reviews past work
in relevant social concepts and, based on the sociological theory of social
constructivism, proposes a new approach to the joint human-computer
construction of a “shared reality”.
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1 Introduction

In a world of increasing interconnectivity, socio-technical systems, which are
defined as any multi-agent system where there is a mix of human and com-
putational agents working together to achieve a common goal[1], are becoming
increasingly prevalent in every day life. Agents can be human, physical comput-
ers (including robots) or digital (software). The digital or computational agents
can be working with the human agents in any combination. This includes facili-
tating human-human communication/interaction via smart devices, a number of
computational agents and human overseers such as a network of driverless cars
or smart meters being monitored remotely and a human agent interacting with
multiple digital agents in the form of digital home assistants in a smart home.

The ‘relationships’ here between the various computer, digital and human
agents will not be one-off interactions, such as the purchase of an item on the
internet with the help of a digital shopping assistant, where a single task needs
to be accomplished and the agents either do not interact again, or do not in-
teract until a long time period has passed. They will need to be maintained
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through multiple interactions in order for the goal of the system to be achieved.
Continuing with the preceding examples, this includes optimal energy pricing
for neighbouring households in a smart energy network, safe operation of smart
cars in traffic flow and efficient operation of devices within the home.

Like any device these computational and digital agents inherently have some
level of error and humans occasionally make mistakes too. As the longevity
and size of the system of agents increases, the likelihood of errors occurring also
increases. This can be in the form of system faults or misunderstandings between
the human and computational or digital agents. Since the agents in the system
will need to interact over long time periods, agents will need to have mechanisms
to enable these relationships to last over time in the face of these errors. One
method of doing this is to apply concepts of trust and forgiveness which have
enabled human society to maintain long-term relationships, to systems which
include computational and digital agents. In order to use socio-cognitive theories,
where trust is a mental state of a social cognitive agent (i.e.: an agent with goals
and beliefs)[2], the non-human agents need to interact with the human agents
in a manner akin to other humans.

In this position paper past work in computational models of trust, forgive-
ness, norms and values is reviewed. A new theory for how these concepts can be
combined together addressing and how, specifically, the effect of system errors
may be mitigated is proposed. The paper is split into two parts, the first section
covers previous work on human relationship building mechanisms in computing
while the second section outlines how the proposed new theory fits within this
already established framework.

Pulling from sociology to apply utilise the trust and forgiveness mechanisms
already well established in human society, the new proposal follows on from the
theory of social constructivism. An artificial form of social constructivism is sug-
gested which can be applied to socio-technical systems to created a “shared real-
ity” based on shared experiences[3], in this case shared social norms and values.
This will allow for the creation of more fit-for purpose models of socio-technical
systems which should enable long-lasting ‘relationships’ between agents.

2 Social Concepts in Socio-Technical Systems

Socio-technical systems in particular are useful for their ability to model inherent
human attributes which can have profound effects on the system. Concepts of
trust, forgiveness and social norms have long been studied in sociology, psychol-
ogy and evolutionary biology and their adaptation into the field of computing,
to analyse network behaviour, has an advantage over simpler Game theoretic
approaches as they are better able to take into account human attributes such
as deception. Game theoretic models tend to simplify observed behaviour in or-
der to model it, for example, they reduce the trust decision to a probability[2].
This form of modelling is insufficient when attempting to create a model that
accurately represents human decision making, thus socio-cognitive approaches
are better suited to it. This section covers previous work key human traits which
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may be applied to socio-technical systems to assist with modelling and analysis
and how they fit into the overarching framework of social capital.

2.1 Social Capital

Social capital encompasses concepts which are established as part of institutions
of individuals such as trust, forgiveness and social norms and values. It was
defined by Ostrom as “an attribute of individuals that enhances their ability to
solve collective action problems”[4], where a collective action problem is one that
requires the cooperation of multiple individuals to achieve a shared goal. Trust
is the method, or “glue”, which enables the solving of these collective action
problems[5].

Social capital can broken down into three general categories: trustworthiness,
social networks and institutions. The definition of institutions here is synony-
mous with the most generic of social norm definitions. According to Ostrom, in-
stitutions outline allowed and forbidden actions, or “collections of conventional
rules by which people mutually agree to regulate their behaviour”[6]. Recent de-
velopments in the field have include the theory of electronic social capital[7],
and upholds the idea that it can be used to solve collective action problems in a
digital environment.[6]

Trust The concept of trust has been defined many times. From sociology, one
often cited definition is that trust “is the subjective probability by which an indi-
vidual, A, expects that another individual, B, performs a given action on which
its welfare depends”[8]. Another definition, also from sociology, is that trust can
be used to reduce complexity of social interactions [9]. Applying this definition
to computational networks can used to simplify behaviour in complex networks
and it is this aspect in particular that is relevant to the proposal outlined here.

Computational trust has been a topic of increasing research over the past two
decades since one of the first models was presented by Marsh in 1994.[10] Marsh
proposed that incorporating trust into artificial intelligence would assist with
social decision making by the agents. Following on from this, one of the earliest
cognitive trust models[11] was outlined by Castelfranchi and Falcone[2] in 2001.
They proposed that only agents with goals and beliefs, in other words cognitive
agents, are capable of trust. Another proposal from Jones in 2002 suggested that
trust has two components, a belief in another agent and the expectation that
the agent would perform some action, or attain a desired goal[12].

Since then there have been a proliferation of trust models in multiple fields[13]
where the concept of trust has which have been expanded to include extended
definitions and situations. Concepts of mistrust (misplaced trust), distrust (how
much the truster believes the trustee will consciously work against them in a
given situation) and untrust (the truster does not believe the trustee will work
with them in a given situation) have been postulated[14]. Specific models for
use in areas as diverse as ecommerce systems[15] and multi-agent systems have
developed. These models have been compared and contrasted at length in recent
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years[11, 16]. Overall the key concept these models have in common is that there
is a need for systems which mimic human social interactions, so that the agents
are able to make decisions about who and how much to trust, without external
input from human operators.

In terms of modelling, in large socio-technical systems, cognitive models of
trust have advantages over more simplistic game theoretic models[11]. Game
theory tends to assume that all system agents are rational, however this may
not be the case in a system involving humans, where the agents may deceive
each other or act in a (seemingly) irrational manner.[1] Models such as those
proposed by Axelrod in the 1980’s[17], are less able to represent the complicated
relationships between agents when humans are involved.

This is particularly relevant when errors in the system occur. Errors can
come in broadly two categories, malfunctions and mistakes. Malfunctions are
where there is a bug in the code or a physical breakdown of some sort leading
to agents not behaving in the expected manner. Mistakes occur where there has
been some kind of misunderstanding between what the agent was expected to
do and what they actually did. One way this has been addressed previously is
through reputation mechanisms which aggregate past behaviour over time[18] or
trusted third parties which act as a guarantee of trustworthiness[19]. The most
visible application of this is in ecommerce, for example the in the form of ratings
and reviews for online buyers and sellers.

Forgiveness When there has been a trust breakdown in human relationships,
forgiveness is often used as a mechanism for rebuilding trust after a breakdown
has occurred. It is not unconditional and is governed by a number of motivat-
ing factors. These factors include offence severity and frequency, as well as the
offender’s previous behaviour towards the victim, and the offender’s intent (was
there deliberate or accidental error) and subsequent efforts to reconcile or re-
pair the relationship.[20] Forgiveness is a mechanism which allows the victim to
replace their formerly negative feelings towards the offender with positive ones
which would allow them to reconcile and maintain their relationship.[21] In fact,
it may have evolved specifically in humans to allow valued social relationships
to be maintained over time[22].

A socio-cognitive model, where social agents have cognisant goals and ob-
jectives, therefore may provide the basis for agents which are able to repair
relationships, through forgiveness, when there has been a breakdown. This is
something which can be seen even using game theoretic approaches. Axelrod
found that in a series of iterated prisoner’s dilemmas forgiving strategies were
the most robust over time.[23] Additionally, in games where the structure of
the agents was fixed, where agents had the same neighbours throughout the it-
erations, cooperative strategies dominated and agents were more forgiving and
friendlier to their neighbours.[24]

Mechanisms for facilitating forgiveness have been proposed which allow of-
fenders not only to apologise but also to validate their apology with some kind
of reparation action.[25] Without reparations, it has been found that victims in
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online interactions took revenge against the offender where their apology was
not seen as costly enough by the victim.[25] Apologies need to be costly to the
offender in order to facilitate forgiveness.[26] This serves two purposes as it pun-
ishes the offender for their offence and makes reparations towards the victim.

Another part of the forgiveness process is that the offender admits that they
are guilty of a transgression. The victim is more likely to forgive the offender
if they believe the offender is less likely to repeat the transgression in future
interactions.[22] The acknowledgement of guilt itself is an intangible cost for
breaking a social norm[27] and in face to face interactions, humans have emo-
tional and physical reactions which who the victim if they are regretting, or
feeling ashamed or embarrassed by their actions, for example by blushing.[28]
Since physical cues are difficult to transmit in socio-technical systems mecha-
nisms enabling apology, admission of guilt and suitable reparations to the victim
are key in order to facilitate forgiveness.

Social Norms and Values Although social norms and social values tend to
be used interchangeably, social norms are specific guidelines which members of
a society are expected to uphold in given situations, whereas social values are
much broader[29]. They are the general ideas which a society holds true and
include concepts such as trusting and forgiving each other[30].

Human interactions are governed by many social norms of behaviour which
are learnt in childhood[31] and dictate what is and is not acceptable in soci-
ety. It is so ingrained in human society, that is has been shown that humans
unconsciously and automatically apply them to computer agents in social situa-
tions[32]. Examples of this include following politeness norms when interacting
with a computer agent[33], showing empathy to virtual characters[34] and con-
sidering the computer agent as part of a team despite the agent showing no phys-
ical human attributes[33]. In the context of building relationships with agents, it
has been found that in situations where there errors have occurred, humans are
friendlier and more positive to robots who blame themselves rather than their
human counterparts, even if the blame should be equally distributed[35].

In multi-agent systems norms are usually set up as a series of permissions
and sanctions[36]. Over time, two issues can emerge. Firstly, how to enforce
the current norms and secondly how to allow the norms to evolve (to create
new norms or modify existing ones) as the system evolves[37]. There have been
a number of suggestions for resolving these issues. One proposal is to establish
leader and follower behaviour amongst agents to enable new joiners to the system
to know who to look to for guidance[38]. Another method is to enable agents
to log histories of interactions and identify “special events” which they then
confirm with the rest of the system to see if other agents also exhibit the same
behaviour[39]. Machine learning, leadership, imitation and data mining have all
been used in multi-agent normative systems to study the creation, identification
and propagation of norms[40, 41].
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3 Constructing a Social Socio-Technical System

Increasingly generalised norms, or values, are being used to assist with designing
technology and systems. The concept of value sensitive design[42] is becoming
increasingly relevant as society shapes technology and vice versa and the threat
of breakdown or malicious attacks of systems increases. One way in which sys-
tems breakdowns may be combated is to create a socio-technical system which
encompasses key social norms and educates the agents in it to create values
which correspond to similar values in human society, thus establishing a “shared
reality” between agents.

Before considering how to imbue social values in a socio-technical system, it
must first be considered how social values are created in human society. Sociology
allows analysis of how human society develops. It also considers how to create
a society based on social interactions. One theory in particular which is useful
when considering this, is the concept of social constructivism.

3.1 Social Constructivism

The starting point of the proposal is the theory of social constructivism. Social
constructivism was initially proposed in the 1960’s by the sociologists Berger and
Luckmann in their book “The Social Construction of Reality”[43]. It remains a
key work in sociology and has inspired a number of diverging theories in the
social sciences[44].

Berger and Luckmann proposed that it is “knowledge that guides conduct in
everyday life”[43, p33]. One of the main ways in which humans communicate is
through language. How we define the objects around us is part of our reality, the
very action of talking to one another allows humans to pass on key ideas which
then form part of their reality. Our use of language is therefore how knowledge
is transferred over time, between generations and cultures. Since we need to
communicate to other members in our society to pass on this knowledge, this
means that our reality is actually a social construct which we have developed
over time. They proposed that reality is composed of two parts, the objective
and the subjective. The objective part of reality is the part external to us, the
part that as a society we have defined and we all understand to be true. The
subjective part of reality is each person’s individual experience of this reality.

To give an example of this, in a global context the term “father” is given to
the male parent of a child, every individual reading a newspaper article about
a father understands this to be true. The definition of father might have pre-
existed them, but as part of their objective reality they nevertheless understand
what it means. The subjective reality is that the individual understands that
the article is not about their father. The link between these two realities is the
knowledge that all individuals have the same understanding of the term.

Knowledge is key to being able to function within a socially constructed
reality. Individuals need to know current norms of behaviour but also the def-
initions of objects and ideas which already exist in society. Berger and Luck-
mann proposed that institutions (or norms) are created through a process called
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habitualisation- “all human activity is subject to habitualisation. Any action that
is repeated frequently becomes cast into a pattern, which can then be performed
again in the future in the same manner and with the same economical effort”[43,
p70-71]. These repeated patterns of actions introduces institutions, or norms,
into society which “control human conduct by setting up predetermined patterns
of conduct”[43, p72]. According to this theory institutions are not created in-
stantaneously but over time and it is this continual repetition of human actions
and interactions which is passed on through language that builds human society.

This concept of habitualisation, learning from patterns over time and then
using it to inform future behaviour, is also something which is already extensively
used in computing in the form of machine learning.

3.2 Artificial Social Constructivism

Since it is possible to create a shared reality based on social interaction between
humans, it is proposed that by imbuing socio-technical systems with human
social concepts it is possible to create a shared social reality between the human,
computational and digital agents in the network. This could be done by enabling
the computational and digital agents access to digitised versions of trust and
forgiveness mechanisms seen in human society and by allowing them to learn
from each other to establish norms of behaviour which, over time, would develop
into values. Although this is more complicated than building up a model of the
user and programming it into agents, this method allows the agents to interpret
human behaviour more accurately and react accordingly.

Using sociological theories is advantageous in this situation since sociology,
which is based on real observed human behaviour, would allow computational
and digital agents in the network to better interpret the behaviour of the most ir-
rational agents, humans. This would allow the computational and digital agents
to more accurately react and conform to expected human norms. This is particu-
larly important in the occurrence of errors which lead to relationship breakdown.

It is proposed that a computational form of social constructivism, termed
artificial social constructivism,is required which encompasses both human, com-
putational and digital agents in a socio-technical system. Artificial social con-
structivism has three core principles: norms, education and values. The agents
will first need to establish norms over time. Then they will need to pass on these
established, or changing, norms to both existing and new agents in the system,
so that all agents learn how to behave when interacting with one anther. Simi-
lar to the same way a child brought up in a certain manner comes to view the
system’s successes and failures as its own[45] it is posited that through learning,
maintaining and enforcing the norms of the system, the agents become invested
in it and thus more motivated to uphold it as a whole. In this way the agents
will establish key values (generalised norms) which the whole system will adhere
to, effectively establishing what in human terms we would call a society.
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4 Conclusion

By applying sociological theory to the network in this way, the computational
or digital agents should behave as the human agents would expect other humans
to behave. The resulting interactions between humans and computers may then
be the same as interactions between humans themselves. This has multiple ad-
vantages, for example better understanding by agents of other agents’ behaviour
increases the likelihood of system longevity, but in this position paper we specif-
ically considered the benefit in overcoming relationship breakdowns which occur
as a result of errors. As humans automatically respond to computers if they ex-
hibit the same social cues as a human would[33], shared values between agents
should lead to a more predictable system from the agents perspectives. The
computational and digital agents should be able to better anticipate how the
human agents will respond in interactions, while, from the point of view of the
human agents, the computer or digital agents will better conform to expected
behavioural patterns as part of the human’s own social network. The creation
of a “shared reality”, based on shared experience of social norms and values
between the agents in the system, should therefore allow the system to more
easily overcome errors by using human traits like trust and forgiveness to repair
‘relationships’ after faults or misunderstandings between agents occur.

This position paper put forward a review of the relevant literature in trust,
forgiveness, norms, values and social capital in socio-technical systems and put
forward for a theory which ties these concepts together. Social constructivism
introduces a method by which reality is created by human social interactions.
Artificial social constructivism, proposed here, is a way of applying this con-
cept to a socio-technical system which uses digital versions of trust, forgiveness,
norms, values to create a “shared reality” between humans and computers. The
theory aims to address the question of how we can ensure that relationships
with, and mediated by, computers are the same as those with other humans.
This will in turn allow for the creation of long-lasting socio-technical systems
which are better at overcoming errors, and maintaining ‘relationships’ between
the agents, by using already established relationship management mechanisms
from sociology.
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